
Terrell STOGLIN 

INTERVIEW 
 

 

 
 
Terrell, can you introduce yourself ? Remind us your process from university to 
Cholet. 
I am Terrell Stoglin, I am 21, I am from Tucson, Arizona and I am happy to be here. It’s 
been a long process, I’ve played in Greece last year so it’s my second year out. I am still 
learning. 
 
Your first impressions about the club, the city, and about France in general ? 
I love France because there’s a lot of diverse of people. I like Cholet because it’s small 
and quiet. I like the team because the fan support is really heavy, there’s a lot of fans and 
I like it. 
 
What kind of player are you ? What’s your special move ? 
I’m a point gard, I just can score and I can pass. I don’t have special move. 
 
Why did you choose Cholet Basket ? The french Championship ? 
It was a good opportunity for me. I’m trying to get back in the NBA and I know players 
who played here, went to the NBA so it’s a good opportunity. 
 
Why did you choose the number 12 for your jersey ? 
Because my dad wore and I’ve always worn it because of him. 
 
A few words for your Cholet Basket fans? 
We’re gonna win a lot of games this year and it’s gonna be a great year. 
 
Your nickname : T 
 
Good point/Bad point : Sometimes I can be overconfident and I do things that get the 

coach mad at me but at the same time that can help my team because if I do good then 

everybody loves you for it. 

 

Are you more the teasing guy or the one who’s teased by others : The teasing guy ! 

 

Is your heart taken by someone or not : No, it’s taken by many… 

 

Twitter, Facebook or Instagram : Instagram 

 

Three person you would like to talk with (dead or alive) : Allen Iverson, David 
Ruffin, Madonna 
 



Your favorite song at the moment : « Faces » by Casey Veggies, a west coast rapper in 
California 
 
Your favorite movie : « Goodfellas » a gangster movie 
 
Your favorite dish : Chicken 
 
What passion(s) do you have except bball : I play drums 
 
Your biggest dream : To be rich with no worries no problems 
 
Your ambition : That my mom and my dad never have to work again 
 
Your best basketball memory : Probably my first game in college, best memory ever 
 
The toughest player you’ve ever played against at your position : Acie Law in 
Greece 
 
Your ritual before games : I pray 
 
How do you see yourself in 10 years : I see myself leaving my dream, being rich and in 
the NBA 
 


